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OVERVIEW

Thoroughly read and understand the Safety Information

document before operating the bike with this product.

Read the Rider’s Guide that was included in the kit. This 

provides information on how to shift with the Rekluse clutch. 

Refer to the Installation Guide for information regarding the 

included parts and configuration for your bike model. 

Bikes with taller gearing or modified engines with increased 

horsepower may require heavier wedges. These can be 

purchased separately from Rekluse.
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Videos related to this product can be viewed online at 

www.rekluse.com/support/videos/harley-davidson-support-

videos.

A detailed parts fiche and documents can also be found 

online at www.rekluse.com/support.  

Do not dyno test this product without reviewing the included 
dynamometer document.

BREAK-IN
The break-in procedure should have been performed during the 
installation process. If not, instructions can be found in the 
Installation Guide.

After the initial break-in, it may take 500-1000 miles of normal 
riding for the clutch to fully break-in. During the break-in process,
more clutch drag may occur than normal.

USE OF OTHER AFTERMARKET 

PRODUCTS

Cable to Hydraulic clutch-
o If your bike was a cable-actuated model but now has a 

factory hydraulic clutch installed, you will need to purchase 
the hydraulic configuration of the EXP kit for your bike 
model, or you can purchase the hydraulic adjuster 
assembly separately from Rekluse.

Clutch Components-
This clutch is NOT designed or intended for use with any 
other aftermarket clutch components including but not limited 
to:
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o Performance clutch kits such as those made by Barnett, 
Screamin’ Eagle, or similar

o Centrifugally-clamping pressure plates, coil-spring kits, or 
any other such devices which provide more clamping force
than the OE clutch

o Dry clutch conversions or belt-driven primaries

Aftermarket clutch levers (including the adjustable 
variety) -
o Some aftermarket levers and/or perches claim “Lighter 

Lever Pull” which correlates to less lift of the pressure plate. 
This may have a negative effect by producing more clutch 
drag or harder shifts with the Rekluse clutch. The lever may 
be lighter, but you will have to pull the lever in farther to 
disengage the clutch, or you may not obtain full 
disengagement at high RPM.

ABOUT FREE-WHEELING 
If the RPMs drop to an idle speed while in any gear, it is possible 
for the bike to begin free-wheeling. It may be possible to reach 
very high speeds coming down a hill in a very low gear because 
the auto clutch is disengaged (free-wheeling).

Downhill riding with higher auto-clutch engagement speeds 
requires adjustments to your riding style. For example, coming 
over the top of a hill in first gear and slowing to the point that the 
Rekluse auto clutch disengages the clutch, your motorcycle will 
now be “free-wheeling” down the hill.  

Points to remember:

Refer to the Safety Information sheet for more 
information.

The Rekluse auto clutch is engaged by engine speed and not 
wheel speed. 

Select a suitable transmission gear in consideration of your 
ground speed, engine RPM and terrain.
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Easy does it on the throttle at high speeds. If throttle is 
applied at a high speed, the Rekluse auto clutch will engage 
suddenly. In this situation, severe compression braking could 
cause an accident and/or engine damage. It may be possible 
to reach very high speeds coming down a hill in a very low 
gear.

It is important not to downshift while in a free-wheeling state 
or loss of control may occur when the clutch re-engages.
Refer to the Safety Information sheet for more information.

OIL
Proper clutch function is dependent upon the primary chaincase 
oil viscosity, chemistry, and quality.

Use the OE recommended oil or any quality primary oil. 

Keep up with regular oil changes according to the bike 
manufacturer’s recommendations. Tired, dirty, or worn 
primary chaincase oil can hinder clutch performance and may 
cause excessive clutch drag or noise. 

LEVER SAFETY STRAPS
Your kit includes 2 Velcro-type straps to be used to secure both 
the clutch and front brake levers when the bike is parked.

These straps are intended to reduce the risk of injury or damage 
that may occur from the bike rolling or launching unexpectedly 
with or without a rider. Use the lever safety straps every time you 
park or leave the bike. Refer to the Safety Information sheet 
for more information.

1.Pull the lever tight against the handlebar.

2.Wrap the Velcro safety strap around the lever and handlebar, 
pull it tight, then fasten it.
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CHECK FREE PLAY GAIN

It is very important that you understand how to verify the correct 
installed gap by checking Free Play Gain. The installed gap is 
what allows the auto function of the product to perform properly.

Correct Free Play Gain = Correct installed gap

Setup, break-in, and rechecking the installed gap is CRUCIAL. 
Failure to properly maintain your installed gap can result in 
premature wear or failure of your clutch. Use the following steps 
to verify the installed gap by checking Free Play Gain.

For a complete explanation of Free Play Gain, see the Installation 
Guide and/or view the video entitled “How to Check Free Play 
Gain” on our website at http://www.rekluse.com/support/videos.

Failure to check and verify Free Play Gain can cause failure 
or damage to this product. Setting the correct installed gap 
is critical for clutch performance.

Optimal Free Play Gain yields 1/8”-1/4” (3 mm - 6 mm) of 
clutch lever movement, measured at the end of the lever. This 

Clutch Lever Strap: to prevent 
unwanted launching.

Brake Lever Strap: for use 
as a parking brake.
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measurement at the lever correlates to achieving the ideal 
installed gap.

Two Ways to Check for Free Play Gain

The following steps explain 2 ways to check Free Play Gain. One 
way uses the rubber band Rekluse includes in the clutch kit, and 
one uses your hand. You can use either method to check for
Free Play Gain. 

Rekluse recommends that you begin with the rubber band 
method first to check for Free Play Gain and then learn the hand 
method. The rubber band will help you learn how to recognize 
Free Play Gain until you are comfortable with the hand method. 
Learning to check Free Play Gain by hand effectively and
comfortably can make it easy to check Free Play Gain every time 
you ride. 

Lever with “slack” 
removed

Lever position 
around 4,000 RPM

Free Play Gain
1/8”-1/4” (3 mm-6 mm) 

lever movement

“slack”k” LeveLeve
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN, verify that the bike is in NEUTRAL 
before checking Free Play Gain. Failure to do so may result 
in the bike lurching forward, and loss of control and/or injury 
may result.

The Rubber Band Method

Use the rubber band method for the initial set up. It can also be 
used before each ride until you feel comfortable checking the 
Free Play Gain using the hand method.

a) Before you begin, place the bike in NEUTRAL, start the 
engine and let it warm up for 2-3 minutes to idle down and 
warm the engine oil.

b) Stretch the included rubber 
band between your thumbs, 
then place the top end of the 
rubber band on the outer end 
of the left handlebar grip.

c) While holding the top end of 
the rubber band against the 
handlebar, stretch the band 
downward, then loop it 
through itself.
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d) Pull the band through the loop, 
then attach it to the outside 
end of the clutch lever. This 
will take up the initial free play 
(slack) and put the lever in a 
position to detect the Free Play 
Gain.

e) While still in NEUTRAL, quickly 

rev the engine between 3,000-5,000 RPM (1/4 to 1/2 throttle), 

then let it return to idle. Notice the movement in the clutch 

lever when the engine is revved. This is your Free Play Gain.

Note: It is very important the motor returns to idle before revving 
the engine again or Free Play Gain will not be correct. 

The Hand Method

Use the hand method to check Free Play Gain before the start of 
every ride for optimum performance and longevity of your new 
clutch. 

a) Before you begin, place the bike in NEUTRAL, start the 

engine and let it warm up for 2-3 minutes to idle down and 

warm up the engine oil. 

b) With the bike at idle, apply enough pressure to the clutch 

lever to take up the initial free play (slack) in the clutch lever.

c) While still in NEUTRAL, continue to apply light pressure and 

quickly rev the engine between 3,000-5,000 RPM (1/4” to ½”

throttle), then let it return to idle. Notice the movement in the 

clutch lever when the engine is revved. This is your Free 

Play Gain.

d) When the bike returns to idle, rev the engine between 3,000-

5,000 RPM a second time to verify the Free Play Gain again. 
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ADJUST THE INSTALLED GAP
After checking for Free Play Gain, you may need to adjust the 
installed gap. If Free Play Gain is not optimal, the installed gap 
needs to be adjusted. 

The installed gap should be fine-tuned in small increments and 
then recheck Free Play Gain. Refer to the table below to set the 
proper installed gap based on your Free Play Gain.

Symptom Reason Solution

Too much Free Play 
Gain: Clutch lever 
moves in too far

Clutch has 
excessive drag or 
stalls

It is difficult to fully 
override the clutch 
with the lever

Installed gap is
too small

Turn the adjuster 
screw clockwise to 
increase the installed 
gap. 

Recheck Free Play 
Gain.

Too little Free Play 
Gain: Clutch lever 
only moves slightly 
or does not move at 
all

Clutch slips

Bike seems to lose 
power

Installed gap is
too large

Turn the adjuster 
screw 
counterclockwise to 
reduce the installed 
gap. 

Recheck Free Play 
Gain.
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MAINTENANCE

To keep your clutch performing at its best, perform regular 
maintenance on your bike and clutch.

Inspect all of your clutch parts for signs of wear or excessive 
heat, and replace components as necessary. This includes 
your basket sleeves and/or dampers. Clutch wear is 
dependent on the riders use.

If you frequently adjust your cable to fix Free Play Gain, drag, 
or performance issues, the clutch pack may need to be 
replaced.  

Measuring the clutch pack and/or the EXP disk can help 
determine if the components need replacing. 

o Friction disk minimum allowable 
thickness = 0.068”

(1.73 mm)

o Thick Friction disk minimum 
allowable thickness = .148’’ 
(3.75 mm) 

o EXP disk minimum allowable 
thickness = .590” (14.99 mm)

Repeat the break-in procedure anytime you replace the 
frictions disks. 

Always soak EXP disk, wedges, and friction disks in oil for at 
least 5 minutes before installing.

Replace friction disks if they measure below specifications or 
if the disks are glazed and/or burnt.

Replace the drive plates if they show signs of excessive heat.

Measure EXP 
for allowable 
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Disk inspection examples
When inspecting the clutch pack, the following pictures can be 
used as a reference. These are best viewed in color by 
viewing this install document on www.rekluse.com/support.

Drive Plates – If the clutch pack is getting high amounts of heat, 
purple, blue, or black color can be seen on the drive plate teeth. 
See pictures below. Not all drive plates look the same and may 
look different than pictured.

        Normal Heat   High Heat Excessive Heat 
(Blue) (Black) 

Friction Disks – Due to the dark color of the friction material, the 
friction disks will appear almost black as soon as they are put in 
oil. During inspection, look for glazing of the friction material. 
Glazing will appear shiny and feel like glass, even after oil is 
cleaned from the friction disk. Not all friction disks look the same 
and may look different than pictured.

Normal Friction Glazed Friction
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Performance issues

If you find yourself constantly adjusting free play or adjusting for 
drag, the clutch disks might be worn. Excessive heat or clutch slip 
can cause premature clutch failure as well. Once extreme 
temperatures are reached, irreversible damage will occur.  

Inspect all of your clutch parts for signs of wear or excessive 
heat, and replace components as necessary. Clutch wear is 
dependent on the riders use.

Measuring the clutch pack can help determine if the 
components need replacing. 

Clutch Drag:

- Cold Drag Only – Cold drag is normal. The clutch will usually 
have some amount of drag before the oil warms to operating 
temperature. Be sure to warm up the bike before riding. 

- Hot and Cold Drag – Change oil. Verify ideal Free Play Gain. 
Check for warped or non-flat plates in the clutch pack.

Clutch Slip:

- If clutch slip occurs, verify Free Play Gain. Inspect the clutch for 
signs of wear or heat.

EXP TUNING OPTIONS
Adjusting the engine idle speed to match your engagement 
setting is important and greatly affects the overall feel of how the 
EXP disk engages. 

Information about EXP tuning options can be found in the 
Installation Guide included with this kit. 
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NEED ADDITIONAL HELP?

Website

www.rekluse.com/support

Frequently Asked Questions

www.rekluse.com/faq

Support Videos

www.rekluse.com/support/videos

Phone

(208) 426-0659

Technical Support

Contact Technical Support for questions related to product 
installation, tuning, and performance.

Hours:
Monday thru Friday: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Mountain Time zone

Email: tech@rekluse.com

Customer Service

Contact Customer Service for additional product information, 
orders, and returns.

Hours:
Monday thru Friday: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Mountain Time zone
Email: customerservice@rekluse.com


